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The Clean Energy Innovation Fund
is the largest dedicated cleantech
investor in Australia, created to
invest $200 million in early-stage
clean energy companies.
The Innovation Fund targets technologies
and businesses that have passed beyond the
research and development stage and which
can benefit from early stage growth capital
to help them progress to the next stage of
their development.
It draws on finance and expertise from the
Clean Energy Finance Corporation to invest
in companies delivering low emissions
opportunities in areas as diverse as mobility
and smart cities to agriculture, the circular
economy and innovative energy demand
management solutions.
The Innovation Fund has made a substantial
impact in its first five years, with investments
in ambitious new businesses looking to
accelerate a wide range of opportunities
emerging from our clean energy transition.

The cleantech sector has
shown impressive resilience
throughout the pandemic. We
are excited by the diversity
of technologies and business
models which are seeking
investment, whether in
transport, mobility, industrial
improvements or clean energy.”
Ben Gust
Clean Energy Innovation Fund, CEFC

How we invest
The Innovation Fund invests in companies
with experienced and capable management
teams, a competitive edge in technology
and innovation, and the potential for both
domestic and global market application of
their technologies.
These companies demonstrate the
strength of Australian innovation in the
clean energy transition.
The Innovation Fund has a dedicated
investment team that invests using CEFC capital
and draws on the technical expertise of ARENA.

Capturing the benefits
of the clean energy
transition
The Clean Energy Innovation
Fund sees increasing
awareness about the role
innovative companies can play
in the economy-wide transition
to lower carbon emissions, both
from investors and innovators.
The focus is on developing innovative solutions
to new and difficult challenges, as well as
creating businesses with long-term investment,
employment and economic potential.
Cleantech investors are motivated by the
positive environmental impact of cleantech
innovation, in addition to robust business
fundamentals and the huge commercial
potential of their emerging technologies.

Since the CEFC has come
on board as an investor, we
have had the confidence and
discipline to grow JET Charge
into a globally recognised
EV charging infrastructure
company. The CEFC has
helped me grow and mature
as a leader. With their support,
I feel ready to lead JET Charge
into the next phase of our
rapid expansion.”
Tim Washington,
CEO, JET Charge
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Cleantech innovators
Clean energy transition
Low cost renewables, decentralised generation,
widespread electrification

Food and agriculture
Supply chain redefined to feed more with less,
enrich and build resilient soils

Mobility and smart cities
Multiple modes of transportation, optimised built environment,
focus on embodied carbon

Circular economy and industry
Efficient production, industrial improvements,
reuse and recycle to address the waste crisis

Innovation

Connecting cleantech
and capital
Like start-ups in all sectors,
one of the biggest challenges
for new cleantech businesses
is attracting patient capital
from committed and
informed investors.
As a specialist investor, the Clean Energy
Innovation Fund plays a key role in
bringing together cleantech innovators
and investors. Our goal is to build deep
understanding about business growth
potential, capital requirements and longterm investment horizons.

Investment
criteria

High calibre team

Strong and defensible
intellectual property

Large addressable market

Ability to scale globally

Emissions reduction

Investment
experience
Expertise

Networks

Finance

A specialist and
experienced team
which understands
cleantech opportunities

Close relationships with ARENA,
CSIRO, universities, AusIndustry,
Government agencies

Access to patient and
specialised capital

Deep industry
insights and
technical expertise

Deep networks domestically and
internationally across private and
public sectors

Long-term, forwardlooking perspectives and
commitments

Access to wider CEFC
specialist investment
teams across the clean
energy sector

Introduction to wider CEFC networks,
such as asset owners/operators
and developers/sponsors to support
investee company growth

Access to specialist CEFC
debt finance teams as
companies mature
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Investing in tomorrow’s
cleantech leaders

Clean energy
transition

The transition to a low
emissions economy has
already seen enormous
innovation across renewable
energy and energy efficiency
in particular. These
innovations are delivering
cleaner, cheaper electricity
through wind and solar, and
lower energy consumption
across the built environment.

Direct investments

But there is more to be done, with
emissions in agriculture, industry, transport
and waste posing long term challenges.
Through the Innovation Fund, the CEFC
is working with a range of exciting,
innovative companies in bringing new
solutions to the emissions challenge.
The Innovation Fund has directly invested
in 17 individual companies. With specialist
co-investors working at the earlier stages
of the innovation ecosystem, Innovation
Fund finance has also indirectly reached
more than 70 additional companies.

GreenSync

Redback Technologies

GreenSync is building a global energytech company working to connect
millions of energy resources to create
more dynamic electricity grids. It
is pushing the boundaries towards
more flexible and decentralised grids,
supporting grid stability while absorbing
more renewable energy.

Redback Technologies offers integrated
solar, inverter and storage systems
which use machine learning to predict
solar generation and customer use. The
technology makes intelligent decisions to
optimise energy use, cutting energy costs
and reducing emissions.

Gridcognition

Relectrify

With customers across Australia, New
Zealand and the United Kingdom,
Gridcognition’s unique software is being
used to simulate and optimise virtual
power plants, community batteries,
electric vehicle charging networks and
behind-the-meter solar and energy
storage systems.

Relectrify has developed breakthrough
technology in battery control, which
results in up to 30 per cent increased
battery lifetime at 30 per cent lower cost
of electronics. It does so through a unique
cell-level architecture for its battery
management system, which can generate
a high-efficiency AC output directly from
the battery pack, effectively replacing a
costly standalone inverter.

Hysata

Sunman

Hysata is a new company set up to
commercialise advanced electrolyser
technology developed by the University
of Wollongong. The technology has
the potential to significantly improve
the efficiency of hydrogen production,
an important step in making it a more
economic source of clean energy.

Sunman is developing technology with the
potential to revolutionise the use of solar
PV in Australia, producing lightweight,
flexible panels that can be used across a
wider range of applications than existing
glass panels.

Novalith
Sunman is excited to work
with the CEFC to increase
Australia’s solar panel uptake.
Their support will enable us
to transform the way we use
solar panels.”
Dr Zhengrong Shi,
Founder, Sunman
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Novalith is an Australian climate
technology company targeting the global
lithium market. It’s ground-breaking
Australian-made technology that could
revolutionise the global battery supply
chain, reducing production costs and
improving sustainability outcomes.

Wattwatchers
Wattwatchers is a digital energy
technology company enabling fast,
powerful, scalable solutions to monitor,
analyse and control electrical circuits
in real-time through the cloud. The
Wattwatchers devices, data and
communications systems make it possible
to see what is driving power consumption
by providing real-time data at business
and individual circuit levels.

Innovation

Food and
agriculture
Direct investments

AgriWebb
AgriWebb supports sustainable cattle
and sheep grazing through its world
leading livestock management platform.
The platform helps farmers manage
their farm more sustainably, including
shifting livestock between paddocks to
avoid overgrazing. The data also creates
a digital paper trail that make it easier to
target value-adding certifications such as
carbon-neutral beef and to participate in
carbon sequestration schemes.

All G Foods
All G Foods is providing more
sustainable protein options for both
Australian and global consumers. The
company has an extensive range of
alternative protein products under
development, including plant-based
mince and sausages, as well as chicken
and bacon alternatives.

Loam Bio
Retaining organic carbon in soil is vital
for extensive agricultural systems.
Loam Bio (previously Soil Carbon Co)
is developing a microbial treatment
for seeds with the potential to improve
the drought resilience of farming land,
lift productivity, cut fertiliser use and
remove carbon from the atmosphere.

The CEFC’s relentless
commitment to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions
is tremendously attractive
to large corporate and
Government partners who
are seeking a flagship of not
just thought leadership, but
also material impact.”
Justin Webb,
Chairman and Co-Founder, AgriWebb
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Mobility and
smart cities
Direct investments

Carbon Revolution

JET Charge

Carbon Revolution is a global technology
company which has successfully
innovated, commercialised and
industrialised the supply of energy efficient
lightweight carbon fibre wheels to the global
automotive industry. The Geelong-based
advanced manufacturing business listed
on the ASX in 2019.

JET Charge, a leading specialist in
electric vehicle charging infrastructure,
is deploying smart charging hardware
under a services-based model, to
help drive down the cost of smart and
connected EV charging stations and
make them more user friendly for drivers.

Morse Micro

SEA Electric

Morse Micro is developing Wi-Fi HaLow
silicon chips that use a fraction of the
power consumed by traditional Wi-Fi
chips and offer long-range, secure Wi-Fi
for Internet of Things technologies. These
have particular benefits for remote fieldbased applications.

Global e-mobility technology company
SEA Electric, founded in Australia in 2012,
is using its proprietary electric powersystem technology to electrify medium
and heavy duty commercial vehicles.
With a manufacturing base in Melbourne,
its zero emissions vehicles are now
available in seven countries.

Thinxtra

Zen Ecosystems

Thinxtra is deploying the world-leading
Sigfox Low Powered Wide Area Network
(LPWAN) technology to provide a low-cost
operating framework for Internet of Things
Technologies focused on cutting energy
use. Thinxtra also helps councils access
a broad range of IoT solutions through its
Smart Council Program.

The Zen cloud-based technology enables
both homes and businesses to manage
their energy use across multiple sites
from their computer or smartphone. This
intelligent technology can save Australian
businesses up to 25 per cent on their
energy costs.

Zoomo
Further electrifying Australia’s light electric
vehicle (LEV) fleet, Zoomo are expanding
the reach of their innovatively designed
e-bikes, which enable couriers to deliver
packages with a smaller carbon footprint
compared with deliveries made via
delivery cars and vans, which use internal
combustion engines.

The CEFC has brought a
wealth of board experience,
strong EV and financing
networks and a sustainable
growth mindset to Zoomo.
It’s also great to have a
partner with whom our
values are super aligned.”
Michael Johnson,
COO and Co-founder,
Zoomo
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Circular economy
and industry

Cleantech
ecosystem

Direct investments

Indirect investments

Omni Tanker

Artesian Venture Partners

Omni Tanker Holdings produce
innovative carbon fibre tank containers
for the global shipping market. The
combination of light weight and
exceptional chemical resistance of
Omni Tanker’s carbon fibre tanks means
transporting them requires less energy
and produces lower emissions.

The Clean Energy Seed Fund is managed
by Artesian Venture Partners, a specialised
investment manager with a diversified
portfolio approach to early venture capital
investments. The fund targets scalable,
high growth potential start-ups, fuelling
innovation and creating opportunities in
the development of clean technology.

Startmate
Startmate supports cleantech start-ups
through its specialist Climate Cohort
accelerator program, connecting
climate-focused start-ups with
experienced industry mentors to
supercharge their evolution. One such
start up is Gridcognition which has since
received follow on investment from the
Innovation Fund to further accelerate its
commercialisation.

Tenacious Ventures
Tenacious Ventures, Australia’s first
dedicated agrifood tech venture capital
firm, supports early-stage companies
that are developing technologies to lower
emissions, increase energy efficiency
and minimise methane emissions and
food waste in the agriculture sector.

The CEFC investment into
Omni Tanker has provided a
number of benefits beyond the
financial aspect, for example
in discussions with major
international clients, their
involvement is a tremendous
enabler by providing credibility
to the business.”
Daniel Rodgers,
CEO, Omni Tanker

We’re thrilled to have the
CEFC as a cornerstone
investor in Tenacious
Ventures. Our mission is to
help agriculture transition to
a carbon neutral and climate
change resilient future and
having an aligned investor
in the CEFC adds power and
credibility to our cause.”
Sarah Nolet,
Co-founder and General Partner,
Tenacious Ventures
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Clean Energy Innovation Fund
Meet our team of experienced venture capitalists and cleantech investors

Ben Gust

Blair Pritchard

Kristin Vaughan

ben.gust@cefc.com.au

blair.pritchard@cefc.com.au

kristin.vaughan@cefc.com.au

Ben has extensive venture capital experience,
including as managing director of GBS Venture
Partners, one of Australia’s leading life-science
venture capital firms. He has held several board
roles with Australian and US ventures including
Hatchtech, Spinifex, Ivantis Inc. Ben holds a
Victorian legal practicing certificate, earned
his Bachelor of Law and Bachelor of Science
degrees from Monash University and has a
GDip. in Applied Finance and Investment.

Blair has significant experience investing in
start-ups, having worked in and raised capital
for a number of seed stage technology
companies, leveraging experience gained
at Macquarie Group. Blair holds law and
economics degrees from the Victoria
University of Wellington and is a graduate of
the Australian Institute of Company Directors.

Kristin spent more than a decade at private
equity firm CHAMP Ventures, where she led and
managed investments across a broad range of
industries including education, manufacturing,
logistics, services, and retail. Kristin previously
worked as a management consultant at AT
Kearney, and holds a degree in chemical
engineering from the University of Sydney.

Nick Zeltzer

Luke Mills

Scott Norman

nick.zeltzer@cefc.com.au

luke.mills@cefc.com.au

scott.norman@cefc.com.au

Nick has considerable experience in clean
technology having previously worked at
ARENA, building its ~$30 million portfolio
of mobility grants and leading the “A-Lab”
innovation program. Nick previously worked
in investment banking and has experience in
mergers and acquisitions and strategy. Nick
has a combined Business/Law degree from
the University of Technology Sydney.

Luke has a breadth of investment experience,
previously consulting in Sydney and Japan,
where he co-led the climate sustainability
strategy for Asia Pacific and worked across
private equity diligence, transportation,
energy and medtech practice areas. Luke
completed a Bachelor of Aeronautical
Engineering and Commerce at the University
of Sydney.

Scott has a background in finance, strategy
consulting and private equity. He has previously
worked in the corporate finance team at
Wilsons Advisory, on transactions across
the healthcare, technology, consumer, and
education sectors. Scott has a Masters of
Banking and Finance from Monash University
and a Bachelor of Science in Psychology from
the University of Melbourne.
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Director
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The CEFC has a unique mission to accelerate investment in Australia’s transition to net zero emissions. We invest to lead the market, operating
with commercial rigour to address some of Australia’s toughest emissions challenges. We’re working with our co-investors across renewable
energy generation and energy storage, as well as agriculture, infrastructure, property, transport and waste. Through the Advancing Hydrogen
Fund, we’re supporting the growth of a clean, innovative, safe and competitive hydrogen industry. And as Australia’s largest dedicated
cleantech investor, we continue to back cleantech entrepreneurs through the Clean Energy Innovation Fund. With $10 billion to invest on behalf
of the Australian Government, we work to deliver a positive return for taxpayers across our portfolio.
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Clean Energy Innovation Fund
Q&A
Through the $200 million Clean Energy Innovation Fund, the CEFC has a particular
focus on working with cleantech innovators and investors to accelerate the
commercialisation of new approaches to cutting our emissions.

What can you finance?
We invest in ambitious early-stage clean
energy companies developing proprietary
technologies in renewable energy, energy
efficiency and/or low emissions technologies.
The Innovation Fund draws on CEFC finance
and focuses on technologies and businesses
that have passed beyond the research and
development stage.
This includes companies that can benefit
from early stage seed or growth capital to
help them progress to the next stage of their
development.

What kind of finance is available?
We consider each investment opportunity on
a case by case basis.
Investments via the Innovation Fund are
mainly in the form of equity, reflecting
the risk and return profile of start-up and
emerging companies. The CEFC can also
provide debt finance for more mature
investment opportunities.

What is the preferred size
of investment?

Can I get a grant from the
Clean Energy Innovation Fund?

Each investment opportunity is considered
on a case by case basis.

The Clean Energy Innovation Fund does not
give grants.

Investments via the Innovation Fund are
generally of a smaller scale, reflecting the
particular nature of start-up and emerging
companies.

Who can I talk to about my
finance request?

How are investment decisions made?
The Innovation Fund has established
investment evaluation, selection and portfolio
management processes.
The Fund operates with a dedicated
management team and a specialised
Investment Committee, bringing together
the expertise of the CEFC, ARENA and
experienced independent investors.

As a small organisation, we have a limited
ability to respond to all enquiries.
Before contacting us, please be sure to read
both our investment guidelines and policies.
Please also ensure your investment opportunity
relates to renewable energy, energy efficiency
and/or low emissions technology.
Our goal is to respond to investment queries as
soon as we can. We appreciate your patience if
that takes a little longer than expected.

As with all investment commitments drawing
on CEFC finance, we apply commercial rigour
to individual investment decisions, working to
deliver a positive return for taxpayers across
our portfolio.
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